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About This Game
In Dismantle you play as "Constructs", fantastical creations built to fight in a tournament where the winner is the only one not
reduced to a pile of rubble.
Craft your Construct as you see fit, choosing your parts and paintwork, and tailoring your abilities to your play-style.
Every part of a character can be destroyed, eventually leaving only a pile of pieces where a player used to be.
As players take damage they are forced to crawl, hop, and roll to claim victory. Players will need to adapt and adjust to their
shifting strengths and weaknesses if they hope to claim victory.
The carnage takes places across an array of deadly levels, where players do their best to avoid destructive traps while destroying
anything that isn't set in stone.
Wreak havoc with an arsenal of punishing weapons: deadly explosives, energy weapons, furniture and flaming swords to name a
few.
Combat is fast, funny and furious, while remaining skillful.
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Title: Dismantle: Construct Carnage
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Great Helm
Publisher:
Great Helm
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2019
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 64-bit or later
Processor: i5-3570 @ 3.40 GHz (or equivalent)
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 460M (or equivalent)
Storage: 1500 MB available space
Additional Notes: 30fps @ 720p with Low Settings
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dismantle construct carnage download. dismantle construct carnage free download. dismantle construct carnage скачать
торрентом. dismantle construct carnage скачать. dismantle construct carnage
nice game and colourfull hahaha. L2P!
This game will NOT hold your hand after the tutorial, you actually have to use your head and learn how to counter others.
. Very short game, I only have so many hours because I love the concept of it. It's basic tower defense just with traditional
tank/mage/heal roles. Could easily have been transformed into a great stand alone full length game though.
Overall, 2-3 hours gameplay, but it is quite fun if you enjoy tower defense.. short and fun
I give it 8/10. This is a basic tower defense game, but is very fun. If you like tower defense games, you will like this.. The entire
game is basically the beginning part of Fallout: New Vegas.. A very well written visual novel where your choices matter. it is
good and it isnt waste of money getting it. It also have a form of New game +. As you play the game you unlock various
clothing, these clothing gives you various bonuses for what skills you want to train in.
The only annoying feature i have come across however is the wandering the desert feature, there are many secrets hiding in the
desert but you can easily die so save before heading out into the desert.. It has a funny, interesting, satirical story and the
graphics are pretty great on my machine! Could use a little more interaction though. Quite disappointed I couldn't shoot the first
cannibals I found in the game :( .. Also, couldn't climb up some of the structures and get info on others.
After playing this more, it is pretty buggy (the chapter select doesn't work and I see a gun but can't pick it up?). I'm not really
sure what to do in this world and the game isn't giving me any hints. It's pretty frustrating. Glad I only paid $2 for this. The
beginning story is really the only thing going for this game so far for me.. Stop assuming I don't know any Jacks.. Square Enix +
Popcap Games? Well, this is what you get! Equal parts fun puzzle and goofy anime fantasy, this game is entertaining and
challenging enough to keep me coming back for more. There's a free demo, so why not try it out?
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that was onee of the most incredible experiences of my life
there are 7 billion people out there and I get to be one of the few hundred consumers who get to try this right now,,, that was
other worldy, that was like losing my virginity for the 1st time, the feeling afterwards is so calming and increible
thank you devs, thank you so much for that just.. heavenly just.. wow I can't even describe it, Merci!. It has its flaws and I was
more\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665than scared to be honest, due to the confusing puzzles and battle
mechanics at first. But, it was okay. Not too great, but not too bad at the same time. I'd recommend it if you wanna just have a
short horror fun.. Super funny and atmospheric if you used to be a fan of Bud and Terence, and this is the perfect game to play
with a USB controller.
Unfortunately it seems to have some mapping bug in that sense, for me left and right only work in the menu, but not during the
game (OSX).
I would recommend buying this game if you used to grow up with Bud's movies, but when it reaches a fully working version (ie
1.0 :)).. This game is a fantastic game overall but the fact that the DLC vehicles are not usable on Grid 2 Online when other
players in session do not have the DLC is dissappointing. Please change this feature as i think most of us buy vehicles in bundles
to flex on our friends.. [[i]Reverting this to a positive review; feedback that the original review was too dated seemed a fair
point. Besides, some of the changes I disliked seemed to have been reverted or changed for the better. Leaving the original
negative untouched below. I still dislike the overall UI changes, but at this point it shouldn't be a deciding factor for anyone and
they're not going to change it.[\/i]]
Short and sweet of it is that Colony Wars is easily the best bang-for-the-buck cards expansion of Star Realms, it being a fullstanding deck in and of itself. If you're uncertain about which sets to grab, this should be the first on your list.
[--original negative review--]
Agh ... Colony Wars is a great set and I have no complaints with the cards, but ...
Lots of baffling changes happening here with UI and matchmaking ... cards are now slanted in view (seems pointless in a setup
with a screen), quick match times are whittled down from 3 minutes to 60 seconds (but with adding ~3s for each action taken)
... speeds up play at the start but when you hit late-game turns where you actually want to, you know, think about what you're
doing, it really is not enough time.
You can't even concede Realtime matches anymore. The developers making Dawn of War III scrambled when they realized
they'd forgotten to implement a surrender function in that game (and rushed it out in the first patch), and here they're actually
taking this functionality away?
I do really like star realms (have most of the physical cards) but I can't recommend this digital version at all in its current state.
Really hoping they revert some of the very poor design choices here.
Quick look at changes both good and bad:
+ Finally a lot of new music
+ 'Play All' feature speeds things up a lot early game
+ More cards, yay.
- Unable to concede in Realtime matches. Forced to either watch someone slowly gloat their way through their last turn(s) in
inevitable circumstances or just exit the game and wait for timeout before you can start a new one.
- Realtime matches whittled down from 3 minutes to '1 minute plus change', realtime matches can feel very rushed, esp. in late
game.
? Cards unnecessarily slanted. I mean you get used to it eventually but it feels really unnecessary, the original format was
perfectly fine.. I would not recomend this game caused of bad programmin and having such limited options when building
bridges. i always liked to make funny looking but working bridges.. in this game it doesnt allow you to do enything funny.. make
your friends hate you even faster with these amazing cards. An awesome game. Will make your brains tickling. This is
absolutely worth it. Very good game even though it is from 2011. Great graphics and gameplay.. i cant join any server
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